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Introduction
Once known as the AS/400, iSeries,
or System i, IBM i is still going strong.
For over 25 years now, IBM i has
gained the reputation for having the
security, reliability, and performance
that is still difficult to beat today.
The key to this achievement is
in its tightly integrated systems.
Everything comes integrated and
tested from IBM Rochester, all the
while maintaining its calling of being
“easy to use and administer.”
The premise is that it is true, that
over the years, due to real or
perceived skills issues, application
availability, greenscreens, and other
technologies, businesses have
moved away from the IBM i platform
– and it continues today. However,
businesses should be aware that this
is not your grandfather’s AS/400. The
playing field has changed. Continuing
to make decisions based on yearsold beliefs about this system can be
a disservice to your business.

It’s time to become informed of all
the new features and functions that
this operating system has. In this
document on the IBM i state of the
union, I will talk about the power of
the system, the openness to new
and future technologies, its cloudreadiness, its long-term roadmap for
the future, and the continued worldwide acceptance of the platform.
Companies looking to run their
business in a reliable, cost-effective
manner cannot and should not
dismiss this platform.
As we start the New Year, I felt this
was a good time to look at the trends
that are most likely to affect IBM i
in 2016.
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IBM i State of
the Hardware

The IBM i greenscreen may lack the flashiness and
sexiness of some other emerging technologies.
However, these IBM Power Systems machines simply
run. Yes, there are many stories of these machines
running for years, which I for one think is one of the
best and worst things about this technology. So simple
to manage, they run by themselves. But these are the
smaller machines that run without administrators. The
larger machines are nothing short of a mainframe, and
they do require the same advanced skills to efficiently
and effectively run as any other environment.
Remember, these machines may be running a
thousand or tens of thousands of users on a single
machine. This is not an x86 commodity server. As we
continue to demand more from our systems, IBM i can
make you look really great at your job. While it certainly
requires more skills to run a larger machine due to the
additional complexities, the number of administrators
per server is significantly less than what you find in
either the LINUX, UNIX, or Windows environments.

IBM’s Focus on Integrated Systems
Last year, IBM sold their x86 business to Lenovo.
Now, they are completely focused on their Power
Systems and mainframe business. I think this is a
fantastic accolade for the IBM i community, as IBM
doesn’t have to compete against itself with Power and
x86. IBM knows that with virtualization and cloud, it
makes sense to run more workloads on fewer, more
powerful servers to significantly reduce hardware
and management costs. And this strategy is working.

In January of 2016, IBM announced their Power
Systems revenue had again increased for the fourth
consecutive quarter. This is a combined growth of IBM
i and Power Systems. While most of that growth was
probably existing customers updating their machines
to POWER8 technology, it shows the durability of
the IBM i marketplace. Additionally, IBM announced
IBM i support through 2026 with new releases,
enhancements, and features. That is far longer than
any other operating system available.

Take Advantage of New
Technologies… Faster
When IBM merged the AS/400 line with the RS/6000
line, many people thought it was the end for the
AS/400. In retrospect, it was probably one of the best
things that could have happened. The merged line
meant IBM could invest more into the Power Systems
line of computers. They could also achieve a much
better return on investment with both IBM i and AIX
being able to take advantage of the merged hardware.
As a result, new features like SSDs came out at a much
faster rate than originally thought possible.
In addition, we have seen how the price per GB on
SSDs has been plummeting over the last few years,
making them affordable to more customers. For many
of our customers, we have installed SSDs in their I/O
bound environments, and they have been extremely
pleased with the results. However, one downside of
the SSDsis the increased cost of maintenance once the
warranty is over.
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IBM i State of the Hardware (cont.)
As a side note, raising maintenance costs are a good
reason to look at leasing your technology. Many
times, leasing is a better deal for companies in today’s
computer market. A technology lease is similar to a car
lease: You pay for what you use, and at the end of the
3 years, you trade it in for a newer, faster, and quicker
machine, oftentimes at a smaller monthly cost.

What POWER8 Brings to the Party
Let’s look at the POWER8 processor machines. They
have now been out for over a year and a half, and
they are a remarkable improvement over previous
generations. Working with our customers every day,
their migration from even a POWER7generation
machine is a great improvement for their companies.
For the customer with a POWER5 or POWER6 machine,
going to a POWER8 is like trading in their bicycle for a
Ferrari. The POWER8 machines have more memory in
their configurations, which is just one of the benefits.

More memory is always a great option. But let’s look at
another part of the POWER8 that I think many people
don’t realize. The internal disk controllers on the
POWER8 are about as fast as any disk controller that
IBM makes. This wasn’t the case in previous models,
like the 520 and 720. The POWER8 can be ordered
with the EJ0P backplane, which has a pair of SAS high
performance disk controllers. Every customer who
upgrades from a POWER5, POWER6, or POWER7
will see a significant performance improvement in
their disk I/O. It is my opinion that the performance
problems that almost every customer experiences
are caused by an I/O constraint. This means they
have more disk I/O requirements than the machine
can handle. The high performance disk controller in
the POWER8 will certainly address this for most IBM
i customers. This alone is a good reason to upgrade
from your older hardware to new hardware.

We have upgraded many customers over the past
year who were performing virtualization on their
machine. The ability to go from 32GB to 128GB or even
256GB with the P10 or higher tiers has allowed the
performance of their partitions to explode. The P05
tier machines have the imposed restriction of 64GB of
memory, but even a smaller workload migrating from
an older machine will see vast improvements using
64GB of memory.
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IBM i Roadmap

The IBM i roadmap continues through 2026. There are
many exciting features that you can take advantage of
today to prepare your business for what’s next. There
are new releases planned for IBM i, which can be
seen below.

technology to the market between major releases.
There are so many cool things in the last Technology
Refresh that in the old days, this would have been
considered a new release of the operating system. IBM
is delivering new Technology Refreshes on a
6-month cadence.

In addition, between releases, IBM is delivering
Technology Refreshes, which have many new features
and functions. These Technology Refreshes allow IBM
to be much more responsive in bringing new
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Looking at the chart from IBM, one could surmise that
iNext will be delivered in 2016.
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Major Releases delivered and under development.
Technology Refreshes twice per year.
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IBM i Roadmap (cont.)

IBM i Support Roadmap
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V5R3
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IBM i 6.1
IBM i 7.1
IBM i 7.2

IBM has stated they are working hard on new features
and functions in iNext (the release after 7.2) and
iNext+1 (the release after the release after 7.2). It looks
like the re-emergence of the next promising chapter in
the life of IBM i (formerly OS/400).

How many lives does this operating system have? I
have been to Rochester under NDA, so while I can’t talk
specifics, I do know for a fact there are some very cool
things coming to IBM i in the next few releases of the
operating system. I think it’s time we put to bed the
notion that the AS/400 is going away. The AS/400 has
been replaced by the IBM i, and it looks stronger
than ever.
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Modernization of
the Operating
System
You already have a superior piece of hardware with
IBM Power Systems coupled with the IBM i operating
system. It is time to take full advantage of what this
machine can do. To unleash all of its benefits, it is
important to transition to the latest OS 7.2.
The latest OS allows you to take advantage of all of the
benefits of virtualization. As each release of IBM i from
6.1 onward has come out, there are improvements to
virtualization. With IBM’s powerful processor behind
you, you can run multiple operating systems on a single
machine, using multiple partitions. You can run Linux
environments, AIX, and multiple versions of IBM i. No
matter what your application requires, you can run it. This
will reduce your total hardware and administration costs.
Remember that 7.1 has now been out for 4 years, so
it is time to upgrade to 7.2. Even IBM i 6.1 has been
discontinued from normal support as of September
30, 2015. Take advantage of IBM’s investment in IBM
i by upgrading to the latest release. If you are on

V5R4 or 6.1, then getting to 7.1 is the answer. If you
can get to 7.2, even better. Remember, 7.2 does not
support POWER5 or even POWER6 if you have POWER5
generation hardware attached to the POWER6. In
addition, you can’t upgrade to 7.2 if you have older
version of WebSphere, like 6.1 or 7 (upgrade to 8.0 or
later). Java 1.4 and 5.0 are also not supported at IBM i
7.2. IBM has stated that the release after 7.2, currently
called iNext, will not support POWER6 hardware at
all. Therefore, when IBM announces the next release
of IBM i, that release would only run on POWER7 and
POWER8 hardware.
There are many reasons to be moving to the latest
hardware and operating systems. In many cases,
though, we have found replacing older hardware can
be justified purely on maintenance savings alone.
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Modernization of the Operating System (cont.)

Firmly Rooted in Open Source
Both IBM i 7.1 and 7.2 allow you to take advantage of
IBM’s commitment to the POWER8 hardware. In 2013,
IBM invested $1 billion in the OpenPOWER Foundation.
I think that is a trickle-down advantage for IBM i as it
brings new technologies to us in a faster, quicker, and
less expensive way. That investment is now paying off
with multiple open technologies available today and
more on their way with IBM iNext. When it comes to
running LINUX, you can take advantage of your unused
POWER processors and have IBM i host the disk. It is
an easy way for you to start bringing enterprise-class
LINUX into your environment with either Ubuntu, Red
Hat, or Suse.
IBM understands that mobile is now the killer
application. Their latest OS is designed to help you take
advantage of mobile. This is also going to be enhanced
with the widely anticipated IBM iNext. To upgrade to
iNext, you must be on one of the current operating
systems, either 7.1 or 7.2.

The time to transition is now. IBM i has become an
incubator for Open Source, now supporting Ruby, PHP,
Java, Node.js, GCC, and Python. There are many more
on the horizon that IBM is working on.
Why is open source important to you? Open source is
what the next generation of programmers are used to
working on. Open source is developed via free sharing
and the exchange of code among peers. It allows
you to leverage the enormous talent of contributing
experts to gather pieces of code that are free to use.
It also reduces your development costs and, in many
cases, decreases time for development, as there are
so many modules available in these languages to do a
variety of functions.
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IBM i Gets
Cloudy

Over the last 2 years, there may have been more talk
about cloud than possibly any other technology in
history. In a recent survey, 93% of IT departments say
they are utilizing the cloud in some form. While moving
to the cloud is not right for everyone, you owe it to
your organization to see if it is right for you.
The cloud promises to deliver on the idea of utility
computing: You pay for what you need, when you
need it. With its ability to do partitioning, IBM i is
just meant for the cloud. The partitioning within IBM
Power Systems allows cloud operators to effectively
create separate environments of IBM i that are
the same partitions you would have in your other
environments. Partitions scale easily, which can help
make your company be more agile as your needs
develop. The cloud can allow you to capitalize on new
business opportunities without worrying about adding
substantial infrastructure.
Cloud computing and storage often provide economies
of scale that many organizations have trouble realizing
on their own. It is a shared resource, and the hardware
cost is divided among multiple users. A lot of IT
professionals may think that the cloud is limited to
commodity, x86 hardware. That is not the case. We
have been doing private clouds for years in the IBM i
world. Now cloud operators with Power Systems can
do the same for their customers. Our IBM i in the
cloud (www.iInTheCloud.com) has been doing this for 3
years now.

Mission-Critical Apps and High
Availability/Disaster Recovery
Most of our customers still prefer to run their missioncritical workloads on their own hardware in their own
data centers – and that is understandable. Cloud can
be a valuable tool when additional compute power
is required or when there is need for offsite High
Availability or Disaster Recovery. While duplicating
your environment, in-house solutions can be costprohibitive. Setting up failover hardware in the cloud
can reduce your costs and ensure business continuity.
Most true cloud environments are in data centers
with redundant power feeds, redundant generators,
redundant A/C units, and redundant UPSs. What would
it cost for you to establish a second data center with
this level of protection?
We are seeing more and more customers taking
advantage of High Availability and replication to the
cloud than anything else at our IBM i hosting facility.
I think this is the perfect application for the cloud.
Why would companies build and maintain their own
second data center when they can move their HA to
the cloud? Our biggest growth at our IBM i in the cloud
data center has been customers wanting a second
environment to host their IBM as a high
availability location.
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Moving to
Managed Services

As IT is asked to do more with less, there has been a
shift to move more computer management activities to
Managed Service Providers (MSPs). This also allows the
technology leadership team to focus on more strategic
efforts that drive business value, while the MSP keeps
all the lights on in the data center.
Over the years, we have constantly heard of the
graying of the people in IBM i. That is probably true
from all the conferences that I attend. Those with
the gray hair have tremendous skills. When you lose
someone with that level of skill, your IBM i will suffer.
It won’t be easy to replace that person with another.
What you might find, though, is that the MSP model
provides many advantages to keeping or improving the
skill sets while providing more coverage.

It can also be challenging for IT departments to stay
up to date on all of the technologies that they need to
support. MSPs specializing in IBM i can help you take
full advantage of the system’s capabilities. Turning
to technology specialists can ensure that you keep
current on industry best practices. I think many smaller
shops are realizing this right now, as they do not have
the workload to support a full-time admin. Therefore,
the system administrator duties have been delegated
to a programmer, whose second responsibility is
systems administration. There are other shops that
don’t have the skills they need to effectively manage
their machines. Using an MSP can bring your team
high-level admin resources at a fraction of the cost.
A quality MSP can also reduce downtime and risk.
They can track and monitor known issues. In many
instances, they can detect imminent failures before
they happen. Knowing what to do, how to do it, and
when to do it, they follow best-of-industry procedures
to ensure your systems have the fixes and are set
up correctly to prevent any issues. They can also
remediate any problems that do occur by using a
broad array of management tools.
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Expanded Use of
Virtual Tape
Libraries
Tape backups are still as popular today as they were 50
years ago. In 2014, Sony announced new magnetic tape
technology that can allow for up to 185 terabytes. Tape
does offer several advantages over spinning hard disks.
It has a very low cost per gigabyte. It can be moved
offsite for disaster protection. Tape can also store data
for up to 30 years, though you may not be able to find
a device to read it 30 years from now. Look how many
reel to reel tapes that were created 20 years ago, there
is no way to attach a reel to reel tape device to
today’s systems.

Tape Challenges
Tapes are expensive to maintain. The handling of
tapes is time and money wasted. An IT staff has to take
the time to physically change cartridges, keep track
of cartridges, move cartridges offsite, and do every
other task associated with their handling. On top of
that, there is the additional cost of paying someone to
securely pick up and store them offsite. And when you
need to restore, they have to locate the tapes and bring
them back. I have seen so many customers keep their
tapes in the same computer room as their computers.
It’s the worst thing you can do next to having no
backup at all.

Backup Solutions
Due to the challenges with handling of tapes, the use
of virtual tape libraries (VTLs) will continue to increase.
VTLs allow your company to create storage volumes
on disk-based storage to back up to. A VTL is a backup
appliance that emulates a tape drive. It is much faster
than tape drives. While you can never truly eliminate
backup windows, they can be dramatically reduced.
Those VTLs can be replicated offsite to a remote data
center or in the cloud. In fact, if you aren’t replicating
the VTL, you are doing your company a disservice, as
your data would then only be in one location. To take
the expense and manual effort out of backups, this
process can happen automatically.
Testing your backups and restoring them is also much
more cost-effective because you do not have to wait
for your tapes to be retrieved. Additionally, our tests
have shown that restoring from a VTL is much quicker
than tape. If you do one thing this year, make sure you
test your recovery plan. Backups are great, but unless
you have tried a recovery, you just have no idea if your
backups are any good.
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Conclusion
There are currently over 150,000
companies in over 115 countries
running IBM i. The reason for that?
IBM Power Systems are the most
dependable servers today and into
the future. IBM is also fully dedicated
to the platform and Power Systems.
Could 2016 be the year that the IBM
i re-awakens? 2016 is going to be a
very important year in the life of IBM
i. We have seen IBM i move towards
adopting many new open source
languages, and I hope to see that
trend continue. We know nothing
beats IBM i when it comes to the
back office processing, an integrated
database, built-in security, and ease
of use.
IBM has stated they are working very
hard on new features and functions
in iNext (the release after 7.2) and
iNext+1 (the release following iNext).
It looks like the re-emergence of the
next promising chapter in the life of
IBM i (formerly OS/400).

of IBM i, you have to stay current.
IBM and MSPs provide more options
on how and where to run and
manage IBM i systems. They can
run multiple operating systems in
virtual environments, as well as
help you easily get to the newest
technology. The main key is that the
systems must stay up to date to take
advantage of current and emerging
technology. Being on V5R4 or 6.1 is
really a disservice to your company.
Even being on older hardware, you
know that the mean time to failure
will start to work against you soon.
In every occasion, we have found
that staying current in both hardware
and software makes keeping current
even easier. I believe that in 2016, we
will continue to see IBM announce
and bring to market more things for
the IBM i customer.

There are some very cool things
coming to IBM i in the next few
releases of the operating system.
I think it’s time we put to bed the
notion that the AS/400 is going away.
The AS/400 has been replaced by the
IBM i, and it looks stronger than ever.
To take advantage of the advantages
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This document will be updated throughout the year so that I can share my
thoughts with new releases and advancements with IBM i.
To get the latest news as it arrives, sign up for
iTech Solutions Group Newsletter.
Keep Me Updated

Ready to learn how the IBM i Strategy and
Roadmap would apply to your business?
Schedule an Assessment with iTech Solutions

The Author
Pete Massiello
“The future’s so bright for IBM i that I need
to wear shades”.
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